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Chapter 81 
Wang Xuan and Gu Manyao launched the most powerful attack in succession, killing them with one hit. 
The two green dwarf elites were killed instantly. Zhang Hao flew towards the last dwarf elite. The raised 
bone arm suddenly spun at a high speed, and activated the attack that he had just acquired. 's special 
ability, "Whirlwind Bone Claw". 
 
The bone claws that were spinning at high speed only touched the giant arm of the dwarf elite, and the 
giant arm flew with flesh and blood, and was immediately smashed by the rotating bone claws. The 
chest, like a giant drill used to burrow into the ground, entered from the front chest, and the back came 
out. 
 
Zhang Haofei's face was grim. This "Whirlwind Bone Claw" was like Wang Xuan's "arm of monsters". 
Although it was powerful, it wasted a lot of physical strength. With his current physical strength, he 
could only use it two or three times. 
 
The three dwarf elites were killed by the three of them in just one encounter. In the eyes of Li Haotian 
and Tie Jun behind them, they were all envious. They understood that once the hatching beast had 
grown to the initial state of the second form, it was completely the same as the initial embryonic state. 
Different, there will be a qualitative leap in strength. 
 
A roar like a dull thunder came out from the dark passage, and there was a loud "bang" on the ground, 
but a green monster bigger than the dwarf elite jumped out of the dark passage. 
 
The height of this green monster reached nearly two meters. Hard scales grew on the surface of its 
green skin. The four huge arms stretched out and stepped out. There was a dull and loud noise on the 
ground. You can imagine how terrifying its power is. 
 
With a stomping sound, there was an afterimage in the space. It was like a shovel that was pushed 
horizontally, and a group of glass containers in front of it rolled and flew out instantly. 
 
"Be careful!" Wang Xuan shouted, this monster's aura was too terrifying, much stronger than that dwarf 
elite, he knew in his heart that this was the real dwarf leader, even though its height was not considered 
at all. As a dwarf, he looks taller than Wang Xuan and others. 
 
The metal tentacles volleyed out and hit the tumbling glass container, which burst open. Gu Manyao 
next to him shouted, took a step forward, clasped the Yaochi knife in his hands, and slashed out the 
infinite power again." "Yao Chi Slash", a pale white saber qi shot out, and slashed towards the dwarf 
leader who was invincible. 
 
Gu Manyao understands that this kind of dwarf leader is extremely powerful. If he can be killed, the 
scale energy he will obtain is unimaginable, which is very important to her growth. 
 
No one wants to miss this opportunity. 
 



Zhang Haofei had the same mind as her, and understood that this was the key to surpassing Wang Xuan. 
If he could kill the dwarf leader and gain the leader's energy, he would have a chance. 
 
The beginning is already so powerful. If it can evolve further, what level will it be so powerful? 
 
Previously, Wang Xuan showed the energy of the blue crystal scales and instantly killed three 
powerhouses in the beginning, making Zhang Haofei almost dead and surpassing Wang Xuan's mind, but 
as he was promoted to the beginning, his mind became more alive again. , If you can break through the 
first step ahead of Wang Xuan, will there be a chance to surpass him? 
 
The body is tilted, and I want to launch the most powerful "Whirlwind Bone Claw" again to kill with one 
hit. I don't want this dwarf leader not only to be amazing, but also to be terrifying. I just heard a bang, 
and it suddenly changed direction and avoided Gu Manyao's "Demon Chi Slash" struck the thunder in 
the same direction as Zhang Haofei. 
 
Zhang Haofei didn't have time to think, he instinctively covered his head and face with his hands, he let 
out a groan, and his body flew upside down like a broken kite. 
 
The leather armor on his chest collapsed in immediately, and the crisp sound of broken ribs came from 
his body. 
 
He tumbled heavily and smashed into a group of glass containers in the distance, and all the gold jewelry 
in the containers flew up. 
 
"Shit...the rib is broken again..." 
 
Zhang Haofei's throat was fishy, blood kept gushing out, a thought popped into his mind, and he was 
very angry. 
 
He remembered that he had been knocked off by monsters several times before, but he could not have 
imagined that he had grown to the beginning state, and his strength had increased by many times, and 
he would have been knocked out of his ribs. 
 
The dwarf leader avoided Gu Manyao's demon slash, and then hit Zhang Haofei, while Wang Xuan 
released a metal tentacle, took advantage of the momentum to entangle one of its huge arms, and 
launched a "twisting strangulation". 
 
The dwarf leader reacted quickly, and when he realized that his huge arm was entangled, he 
immediately pulled it hard. 
 
Wang Xuan's strength was not as good as it, and he was pulled into the air by it. 
 
The dwarf leader pulled the metal tentacles with his huge arm, and smashed Wang Xuan to the side of 
the hard ground. With its terrifying power, once it hit, it was as strong as Wang Xuan. Immediately 
killed. 
 
At this moment, Wang Xuan's amazing adaptability was shown. He was torn away, and immediately 
released the metal tentacle. The metal tentacle was like a giant python, returned to his right hand, and 



followed his right wrist and right arm all the way up. He wrapped his right arm in an instant, and the 
flesh and metal melted into a giant arm of a demon beast that was half metal and half flesh. 
 
After completing all of this, he was pulled from head to toe to the top of the dwarf leader's head, and 
the giant arm of the monster that had just formed slammed down, hitting the dwarf leader's head with 
a groan. 
 
This blow was beyond the expectations of the dwarf leader. It was completely caught off guard. It was 
stronger than the general Kaikai in terms of strength, but at the moment, it had no ability to resist. The 
head immediately exploded, and the upper half of the body was endured together. Unable to withstand 
the blow of the giant arm of the beast, it exploded into meat sauce, mixed with a lot of internal organs 
and bones. 
 
Most of the remaining body swayed and fell, and Wang Xuan fell to the ground. 
 
On the other side, Tie Jun and Li Haotian cooperated to kill a green dwarf just now. He looked up and 
saw this scene, with an incredible look in his eyes, and a thought flashed in an instant. 
 
"This Wang Xuan... was able to think of this attack method in such a passive situation in an instant and 
complete the counter-kill. This guy... is simply a genius in combat..." 
 
Tie Jun took a deep breath. He has studied Sanda and various martial arts. He knows that no matter 
what he learns, he needs to have certain talents in order to be successful. For example, Sanda requires 
two kinds of talents, one is physical talent. , There is a kind of person who is born with strong body and 
excellent arm strength. After training, he can easily surpass ordinary people. Another talent is the 
awareness of combat. 
 
The physical quality is better than that of ordinary people, but it is very rare to have such a strong 
fighting consciousness. 
 
This is why there are only a few people who can be famous in the boxing world. In terms of physical 
fitness and strength, there are many people in the world who are similar to or even better than them, 
but those who can have such a strong fighting consciousness as them are extremely rare. , truly one in a 
million. 
 
Tie Jun thinks that his fighting awareness and reaction are not weak, and he can be regarded as a first-
class level, but after asking himself, he was kicked and smashed out by the dwarf leader. When the body 
is injured, in that instant, people are torn off the ground, and they will only feel that the world is 
spinning, and there is no time to think more, let alone fight back. 
 
But Wang Xuan did it. 
 
This made Tie Jun feel horrified. He understood that this is a natural talent, and it is not something that 
can be learned by the day after tomorrow. 
 
For people who don't have enough talent, this is unimaginable, but for people with this talent, it may 
just be a normal, instinctive reaction like eating and drinking. 
 



Wang Xuan fell to the ground and stood up instantly, only to see a white scale flying out of the corpse of 
the dwarf leader who fell down. 
 
The surface of the scale was faintly covered with white light, which poured into the white light of his 
right hand. 
 
Immediately, the white light produced violent fluctuations, which were unprecedented. 
 
The gnome leader was killed, and the remaining green gnomes immediately disintegrated, turning 
around and fleeing back into the dark passage. 
 
The upper body of the dwarf leader turned into a mass of rotten flesh, and a flesh cocoon suddenly 
rolled out of the body that fell down. 
 
This meat cocoon is not big, only the size of two adult fists. 
 
Seeing this meat cocoon, Wang Xuan's eyes lit up. 
 
With previous experience, he knew that there might be treasures hidden in this meat cocoon, although 
compared with the two meat cocoons he saw, the meat cocoon in front of him was a little too small. 
 
Among the crowd, Zhang Haofei was injured the most, lying on the ground, swearing. 
 
Gu Manyao put away the Yaochi knife and glanced at Wang Xuan, with a trace of envy and admiration in 
his eyes. 
 
The dwarf leader was so powerful that he was instantly killed by Wang Xuan. 
 
It seems that after killing the three Shi Lin and experiencing the change from death to life, the current 
Wang Xuan is more and more different. 
 
The green dwarfs all around fled, and everyone gathered around, staring at the meat cocoon on the 
ground, showing a curious look. 
 
Wang Xuan took the fish-scale knife in Zhao Lei's hand and controlled it with his metal tentacles. He was 
still separated by a distance of two or three meters, and gently opened the meat cocoon. 
 
Although he knew that the meat cocoon should be safe, he still took precautions just in case. 
 
The outer skin of the meat cocoon was cut open, revealing a fist-sized box inside. 
 
It's an iron box with rust spots on the surface. 
 
Wang Xuan carefully opened it with a metal tentacle~www.mtlnovel.com~ During the opening process, 
the iron box was completely rusted and shattered. 
 



The broken rusted box revealed something, but it was a very fine metal instrument, shaped like a human 
eye, the eyeball inside was made of green crystal, and there was a faint layer of light green light on the 
surface. 
 
Wang Xuan returned the fish scale knife to Zhao Lei, rolled up the metal tentacles, and rolled up the 
metal eye on the ground. 
 
"What is this?" Gu Manyao's face showed a hint of curiosity. 
 
Zhang Haofei, who was lying on the ground, barely wanted to move, but a pain came from his chest. He 
couldn't help shouting, "What treasure is it, show me!" 
 
His vision was blocked, he couldn't see the metal eyes, he was curious, but he couldn't get up for a 
while, and he was very anxious. 
 
Wang Xuan picked up the metal eye, knowing that it should be some kind of treasure, but he didn't 
know the purpose. He cut his finger and smeared it with blood. 
 
He knows that all kinds of armor and some treasures need blood to activate, and this metal eye should 
also need blood to activate. 
 
Chapter 82 
Sure enough, his blood was smeared on it, and it was immediately absorbed by the metal eye. Soon, 
there was a faint sound of the instrument turning on. The green crystal eyeball emitted green light, and 
countless green numbers and symbols appeared on the surface, which looked extremely strange. , 
reminded him of the large number of digital symbols in computer programming. 
 
At the same moment, he sensed a message. 
 
"Name: Eye of the Book, Purpose: It is used to equip hatching beasts. It is a special item for hatching 
beasts. The eye of the book records various information on the book of exotic beasts. Through the eye 
of the book, you can lock the beast, and you can quickly retrieve the stored records. The detailed 
information of the alien beast is a kind of auxiliary prop for hatching beasts." 
 
Sensing this message, Wang Xuan's face showed a strange color. At this time, he realized that this 
hatching beast can also integrate auxiliary props. 
 
With a thought, a metal tentacle appeared and wrapped around his right hand. He held the eye of the 
illustrated book that glowed green in his right hand. The eye of the illustrated book merged with the 
metal tentacle, slowly disappeared, and finally merged into him. in the white light of his right hand. 
 
As the eye of the illustrated book merged into the white light, a large number of green rune numbers 
immediately appeared in Wang Xuan's mind. These are the procedures for recording the information 
and information of a large number of exotic beasts, but he could not understand them. 
 
With a move in his heart, the eye of the illustrated book appeared on the surface of the metal tentacle 
he stretched out, aiming at the corpse of the dwarf leader. 
 



The green crystal eyes in the eye of the illustration began to turn, faintly glowing green light, it seemed 
to lock the corpse of the dwarf leader on the ground to record the photo, and a complete picture of the 
dwarf leader appeared in his mind. Beside this photo, A written record that he could read appeared. 
 
He understood that the Eye of the Pokédex retrieved the information and pictures of the dwarf leader 
originally stored in it by ingesting the corpse of the dwarf leader on the ground. 
 
Wang Xuan sensed the written record and immediately knew the detailed information about the dwarf 
leader. 
 

"Name: Violent Goblin, Race: Goblin Clan, Dangerousness: ★★☆ (two and a half stars), Violent Goblin 
is a variant of the Goblin family, with a violent temperament and the habit of hunting and killing the 
same race , even the elite goblins will be afraid of it, fortunately, the number of violent goblins is rare, 
otherwise it will be a disaster. Kill the violent goblins, there is a certain chance to get a rusted iron box." 
 
"It turns out that this is not a dwarf leader, but a violent goblin. These green monsters with four arms 
should be goblins." 
 
While thinking about it, Wang Xuan pointed the eye of the illustrated book at the ordinary green dwarfs 

and obtained their information. The name was ordinary goblins, and the danger level was ★☆ (one and 

a half stars), and the one with a height of one meter five. It is an elite goblin with a danger level of ★★ 
(two stars). 
 
By comparing the strengths of each other, Wang Xuan probably understands a little, the danger degree 

★☆ (one and a half stars) represents that the strength of this monster is between the prototype and 

the beginning, and the danger degree is ★★ (two stars) about the same Yu Chuqi's strength, and the 

strongest violent goblin is ★★☆ (two and a half stars), and its strength surpasses that of Chuqi. 
 
With this level of danger, the next time he encounters monsters, he can roughly understand the level of 
strength of these monsters. 
 
"Wang Xuan, what are these metal eyes?" Gu Manyao saw that Wang Xuan's metal tentacles had an 
additional eye, and he was using this eye to observe the corpse on the ground at the moment, and 
couldn't help asking curiously. 
 
Wang Xuandao: "This is called the eye of the picture book. It can be used to equip hatching beasts. In 
this way, hatching beasts can not only grow and evolve, but also equip some special props to enhance 
their abilities." 
 
Zhao Lei said: "The Eye of the Book, what is the function?" 
 
Wang Xuandao: "The eye of the illustrated book records the information of various exotic beasts. 
Through the eye of the illustrated book, you can check the detailed information and origin of these 
exotic beasts. For example, this green dwarf is called ordinary goblin, and this monster belongs to a 
Goblin race, this kind is called Elite Goblin, and this most powerful one is called Violent Goblin.” 
 



At this moment, Tie Jun and Li Haotian were on the ground collecting the crystal scales that fell off after 
the death of the goblins. Every goblin had one. Whether it was an elite goblin or a violent goblin, there 
was only one crystal scale. 
 
There were a lot of goblins killed this time, and everyone found nineteen of them and handed them over 
to Wang Xuan. 
 
Wang Xuan put all of them into his Xumi mustard seed space, and now he has 56 crystal scales. 
 
Zhao Lei said excitedly: "This trip is not small, it won't be long before all of us don't talk about a full set 
of inferior armor, even another higher-end armor has hope." 
 
Gu Manyao said: "It takes 30 crystal scales to buy a piece of high-end armor, and a set of 150 pieces. If 
everyone is equipped, that's 900 pieces. It's still early." 
 
Zhao Lei smiled and said, "Didn't I say I see hope? A lot of goblins have just returned to this passage, I 
guess there are still there, and there should be a lot of them." 
 
The crowd did not immediately chase after him, but rested on the spot, recovering the injuries and 
physical strength he had just suffered, and waited until Zhang Haofei, who was the most seriously 
injured, also recovered, and then decided to enter the dark passage ahead to see what happened. 
 
"Wang Xuan, I remember that you have a steel knife in your pocket, right? Can you give it to me?" Zhang 
Haofei felt that his injuries had recovered, so he came to Wang Xuan and asked for the steel knife. 
 
Wang Xuan opened the pocket on the left hand, took out a fine steel knife from the space of Naxumi 
mustard, and handed it to him. 
 
Zhang Haofei held it in his hand, and he choked twice in the void, with a look of excitement on his face. 
 
Zhao Lei's mind turned fast, and he immediately said: "Zhang Haofei, your skeleton has grown to the 
beginning, which is equivalent to having an extra bone arm, plus the knife in your right hand, it's 
amazing, your strength will be improved by another level. ." 
 
Zhang Haofei had a proud look on his face, glanced at Tie Jun and said, "I was inspired by Tie Jun, I just 
thought of it." 
 
Gu Manyao said: "You can't chew too much, but don't get distracted during the battle, take care of one 
thing and lose another, and the more weapons you have in your hand, the better." 
 
Zhang Haofeixuan smiled and said, "Thank you for your concern, don't worry, I know it." 
 
Wang Xuan looked at Tie Jun and Li Haotian and said, "Now it's time for you to fail to grow to the initial 
state. Let's go in and see if there are any goblins there, and strive to grow to the initial state together 
today." 
 
If all six of them grow to the beginning, the strength of their team will be qualitatively improved, 
especially as they continue to fight together, they gradually learn to cooperate with each other, even if 



they encounter someone stronger than them. Monsters, as long as they are not too strong and 
abnormal, they have the confidence to defeat them by cooperating with each other. 
 
"Let's go, we're in." After Wang Xuan finished speaking, he was still the first to walk towards the dark 
passage facing him. 
 
With the eye of the illustrated book, his confidence has become stronger. This eye of the illustrated 
book can see the monster information, which is very useful. The next time you encounter a monster, 
you will know yourself and the enemy, at least not as full of unknowns as before. 
 
There was no light in the huge passage facing him, and it looked very dark. Wang Xuan saw that the 
ground was wet, and the goblins who had just escaped had disappeared. At the end of the passage, 
there was a dark space, like a huge air-raid shelter. There is a hill-like Roshan, covering an area of tens of 
meters and a height of more than ten meters. Many holes can be seen on the surface of Roshan, which 
looks like a beehive. At this moment, this giant Roshan is like a heart, breathing and breathing. Shrinking 
and expanding, and so on, like having life. 
 
Everyone looked surprised when they saw it. Zhao Lei immediately cracked the cross on the back of his 
right hand, and activated the "Scar of the Holy", wanting to use the insight of the first saint to observe 
the details of this giant meat mountain. 
 
As the "first saint" has grown to the second-order initial state, the insight ability of the "sacred mark" 
has improved, and the probability of the information he can peep is much higher. 
 
The metal tentacle on Wang Xuan's right hand popped out, and a metal eye was opened on it. The green 
eyeball rolled inside, and a green light appeared slightly. . 
 
Immediately, a picture appeared in his mind. The picture was exactly this kind of giant Roshan, and next 
to it was a detailed introduction about this giant Roshan. 
 
"Name: Goblin Mother's Nest (beginning), Race: Goblin Clan, Dangerousness: None, the vast majority of 
goblins are males, and the way this race conceives and gives birth to offspring mainly relies on goblins In 
the mother's nest, there is a very low chance that a female goblin will be born among the goblin 
offspring." 
 
"This kind of female goblin is different from the male. It will choose to leave the original population, find 
a suitable environment, and take root, the limbs and brain will degenerate, lose the ability to move, and 
rely on the rooted environment to absorb the energy of the earth and nature, and evolve. In the end, a 
new goblin clan will be formed in order to breed the mother's nest of goblins." 
 
"Goblin broods can be divided into primary broods, intermediate broods and advanced broods 
according to their growth stages. Different levels of broods can breed different male goblins." 
 
"In the primary brood, violent goblins, elite goblins, and ordinary goblins can be bred. In addition to 
these three types, the intermediate brood can also breed more powerful goblin mages, and advanced 
mothers. There is a chance that the hive will give birth to the most powerful king of goblin among the 
goblin races." 
 



After sensing these information, Wang Xuan understood what this giant mountain of meat in the 
distance was. According to the information, this was a primary goblin nest, and the most powerful 
goblins that could be bred were just killed by him. A violent goblin with a two-and-half-star danger. 
 
As for this goblin hive itself, it doesn't even have the ability to move, so it's not dangerous. 
 
"Wang Xuan, have you figured out what this thing is? I only see that this thing seems to be between 
plants and animals, and it is difficult to kill. It seems that you need to destroy its heart to kill it." 
 
The Sacred Mark on Zhao Lei's right hand is constantly releasing white light. He has activated the 
strongest ability of the Sacred Mark, and he can't tell what the origin of this giant Roshan is. However, 
unlike the Eye of the Map, his Sacred Mark has Zhixianmo Lake captured the weakness of this giant 
Roshan in the heart, as long as its heart is destroyed, it can be killed. 
 
"This is called the Goblin Mother's Nest, and those goblins were born from it." Wang Xuan said as he 
walked forward, and the others followed him. As the six approached, the brother The Blinn hive seemed 
to feel the danger, and the holes covered with the surface began to open, and ordinary goblins crawled 
out from the inside. 
 
The ordinary goblins who had just returned to this place and disappeared, had just crawled back into the 
mother's nest, but now they have reappeared. 
 
"Let's help Tie Jun and Li Haotian grow to the beginning." 
 
Wang Xuan watched as a group of ordinary goblins quickly crawled out of the goblin nest at the end of 
the passage. He stepped out immediately, accelerated forward, and killed such ordinary goblins. It's not 
very effective. It's better to help Tie Jun and Li Haotian's hatching beasts break through to the initial 
state and improve the combat power of the entire team. 
 
"Okay!" Gu Manyao responded, and stretched out his right hand, showing a one-meter-five-meter-long 
Yaochi knife, followed closely behind. 
 
The goblin nest at the end was constantly cracking, shrinking and expanding. The holes on the surface 
were all opened, and a lot of green juice was flowing from the inside out, and one after another goblins 
followed. These holes crawl out. 
 
They landed, opened their mouths, screamed and roared, rushing towards the approaching Wang 
Xuanliu. 
 
Wang Xuan was the fastest. When he stretched out his right hand, the metal tentacles extended three 
meters away. He instantly entangled a giant arm of an ordinary goblin. wet ground. 
 
With a dull sound, the ordinary goblin opened its mouth and spurted blood. 
 
He threw the ordinary goblin in front of Tie Jun and Li Haotian. The two knew what Wang Xuan meant, 
and the steel knife in Tie Jun's left hand stabbed the goblin's chest. 
 



Gu Manyao and Zhang Haofei rushed up from left to right, each met an ordinary goblin, and easily 
damaged it, and then kicked it back and sent it to Tie Jun and Li Haotian to kill. 
 
Soon seven or eight ordinary goblins were severely damaged by them, and they were handed over to Tie 
Jun and Li Haotian for the final blow. 
 
The number of ordinary goblins crawling out of the goblin nest was increasing, but they could not stop 
them, and everyone gradually approached the nest. 
 
After Tie Jun killed an ordinary goblin again, a crisp sound of bone vibration suddenly sounded all over 
his body, and the diamond shield he held on his right hand began to change. 
 
Originally, the golden round shield, which was only about a foot in diameter, had lines on its surface, 
and its diameter had grown to half a meter. The muscles in his entire body were swelling, and his King 
Kong finally grew to the beginning state. 
 
With a low shout, Tie Jun held the diamond shield and kicked with both feet. A layer of golden light 
appeared on the surface of the shield. This golden light instantly expanded to the whole body. 
 
With a bang, a normal goblin was knocked out on the spot. 
 
This goblin that was knocked away seemed to have been hit by a high-speed car, its sternum was 
shattered, and it rolled in the air and flew out. 
 
This collision was extremely powerful, Zhao Lei saw it, and immediately shouted: "Brother Tie, you broke 
through? This collision is so powerful!" 
 
A smile appeared on Tie Jun's calm face, and he nodded. A huge force erupted from the King Kong 
Shield, covering the shield and body, rushing out at extreme speed. 
 
Tie Jun just broke through, and Li Haotian followed with a low drink. After absorbing a goblin's white 
scales, his Orion began to grow and evolve, from the original prototype to the initial state of the second 
form. 
 
The shape of the metal bow in his right hand has changed slightly, becoming thicker, the bowstring has 
become thicker, and the power of the light arrows shot out has become more powerful. 
 
He held the bow in his right hand and pulled the string in his left hand, and a large amount of white light 
converged. This time, three white light arrows were formed on the bowstring, and when he let go, they 
shot out together. 
 
This is the new ability that his hunter has grown to the beginning of enlightenment and grasped, "Three 
Arrows at Once", can shoot three arrows of light at one time. 
 
The three light arrows shot into the group of ordinary goblins facing him. Among them, three goblins 
were shot at the same time, two were injured, and one was the most unlucky, directly piercing the chest 
and heart, killing him immediately. 
 



Seeing that Li Haotian also made a breakthrough, Wang Xuan breathed a sigh of relief. Now the six of 
them are all beginning. 
 
At this moment, they were approaching within ten meters of the goblin nest, and more powerful elite 
goblins began to appear from the nest in front of them. 
 
Seeing the elite goblins, Wang Xuan's eyes lit up, and he immediately accelerated. 
 

The danger level of this elite goblin is ★★ (two stars), and it has a combat power that is close to that of 
Chukai. Let go. 
 
Tie Jun and Li Haotian had successfully broken through and no longer needed everyone's help. All six of 
them let go of their hands and feet and went all out. 
 
There was a faint white light on the surface of the fish-scale knife in Zhao Lei's right hand. With the 
blessing of the "first saint", every knife was unstoppable, and it was almost enough to kill an ordinary 
goblin with one knife. 
 
Zhang Haofei held the steel knife in his right hand and kept slashing, and what was even more terrifying 
was the white bone arm on the outside of his right arm. The white bone claws were like tigers digging 
into the heart, and just a single scratch could open a huge blood hole in the bodies of these goblins. , 
almost every claw grasped, without fail. 
 
Gu Manyao's Yaochi Saber is even more unstoppable, like a weapon of magic. Whether these goblins 
touch their claws or their arms, they will be cut off immediately, and they can't stop her sword at all. 
 
Wang Xuan waved away with the metal tentacle in his right hand. The elite goblin had just climbed out 
of the mother's nest when his metal tentacle wrapped around his neck. 
 
The two claws of this elite goblin grabbed the metal tentacles, trying to tear it apart, and the other two 
claws opened to grab Wang Xuan. 
 
Wang Xuan took a slanted step, and when the two claws were about to catch him, he crossed them, and 
he came to the left side of the elite goblin, raised his right hand, and the metal tentacles followed him 
like a big python. He wrapped his right hand upwards, and immediately wrapped the elite goblin's neck 
and head together. 
 
"Twisting and Strangling" was activated, and the crisp sound of skull shattering sounded, and flesh and 
blood spurted out along the gap between the metal tentacles that were entwined in circles. 
 
When he shook his right hand, the metal tentacles loosened, and the elite goblin's head turned into a 
lake of flesh and blood. It rolled over and fell down, and a white scale appeared and submerged in his 
right hand. 
 
Wang Xuan killed the elite goblin, and in the goblin nest in front, elite goblins climbed out one by one. 
 
At least five elite goblins climbed out in the blink of an eye. 
 



The mother nest is shrinking violently, a large amount of green juice seeps out, and the size of the 
mother nest is shrinking. 
 
Every time an elite goblin is born, it needs a lot of energy for the mother hive, which causes it to burn a 
lot of originally stored fat and convert it into energy, which makes its volume smaller. 
 
Gu Manyao rushed out, clasped the Yaochi knife in his hands, and slashed out in the air. 
 
A pale blade light flew out, and an elite goblin roared, from the head to the body, it split open, and a lot 
of blood spurted. 
 
Zhang Haofei activated the "Whirlwind Bone Claw", the third white bone arm rotated at a high speed, 
bringing out a terrible wind whistling sound, and rushed out. An elite goblin's claws had just caught on 
his chest leather armor, and the skin had not been torn open. A, his head was crushed by the 
"Whirlwind Bone Claw" and disappeared. 
 
Tie Jun clenched the diamond shield in his right hand, and a golden light appeared, spreading from the 
shield to the whole body, and his body slammed forward at a high speed. 
 
"Savage Crash" launched, hitting another elite goblin. 
 
The elite goblin roared and flew backwards, all four of the huge arms protecting it were broken and 
broken, and the steel knife held by the iron army in the left hand fell and pierced into its chest. 
 
The five elite goblins that climbed out were killed by everyone almost in the blink of an eye. The 
shrinkage of the goblins behind them became more and more intense, and more elite goblins crawled 
out of it. 
 
The metal tentacle of Wang Xuan's right hand was wrapped around and fused with the flesh and blood 
of his right arm, turning into a giant arm of half-metal and half-flesh monster. With a sigh, the giant arm, 
which was one meter in length, left an afterimage in the air, and the huge fist It hit an elite goblin that 
had just climbed out. UU Reading www.uukanshu.com 
 
This elite goblin didn't have time to react, and couldn't even let out a scream. Even the upper body of 
the headband was blasted open, blood and flesh flew out, and a white scale appeared, which did not 
enter Wang Xuan's right hand. 
 
Wang Xuan's heart was faintly excited, and the energy in his body was agitated. The energy contained in 
the white scales of this elite goblin was quite powerful. In addition to the energy of the violent goblin he 
had absorbed before, the white light in his right hand was shining. Constantly fluctuating, a steady 
stream of more powerful energy is released, nourishing the whole body. 
 
Every time the giant arm of beast is activated, it consumes a lot of stamina. In the past, Wang Xuan's 
limit was to use the giant arm of beast two or three times to exhaust his physical energy. The energy ran 
wild, and after being healed by Meng Lian using the power of the elf, Wang Xuan felt that his body had 
become a little different from before. 
 



At that time, the blue crystal scales continued to run wild in his body, tearing his body continuously, and 
the activation of the demonic beast's energy accelerated the healing of his body, allowing him to 
experience a process in which his whole body was constantly torn and healed. Just like steel being 
continuously tempered, in the process, part of the energy of the blue crystal scales that ran away slowly 
penetrated into his flesh, skin and bones, and fused with his body, so that his body strength and physical 
ability were obtained. uplifted. 
 
Chapter 83 
Wang Xuan didn't feel much before, but as he continued to fight at this moment, he gradually realized 
that after the giant arm of the beast was hit, it was no longer as laborious as before, and a single blow 
would consume half of his physical energy. 
 
Wang Xuan realized something and felt the surging energy in his body. He launched the giant arm of the 
beast three times in a row, and each hit killed an elite goblin. After three hits, he could feel the loss of 
physical energy. 
 
This improvement was really amazing. Wang Xuan was both surprised and delighted. Suddenly, he heard 
a low roar, but saw that the top hole of the goblin hive was propped open, and a huge green monster 
crawled out of it. 
 
Two meters tall, with four huge arms, he opened his mouth and let out a low-pitched roar. It was a 

violent goblin with a dangerous degree of ★★☆ (two and a half stars), and it was also what could be 
bred in this primary goblin hive in front of him. The strongest goblin. 
 
It is not easy to breed this violent goblins. After the violent goblins crawled out, the mother nest 
stopped shrinking and became quiet, and no new goblins crawled out of the holes on its surface. . 
 
The Violent Goblin jumped, rose into the air, and with a strong momentum, jumped down from the top 
of the mother's nest that was nearly ten meters high. 
 
With a "bang", it landed on both feet and made a loud noise. It had four huge arms, and it fiercely 
rushed towards Wang Xuan, who performed the most astonishingly among the crowd. 
 
Whether it is speed or strength, it is an existence that transcends ordinary beginnings. 
 
Wang Xuan's eyes narrowed slightly, and the giant arm of the beast was retracted, and the metal 
tentacles wrapped around his right arm opened, turning into a giant whip, and slashing towards the 
violent goblins that rushed towards him. 
 
With a "snack", the violent goblin stretched out a paw, grabbed the metal tentacle that was drawn, and 
pulled the tentacle, trying to pull Wang Xuan over. 
 
This was as expected by Wang Xuan, and he rushed over with the metal tentacles. 
 
Gu Manyao on the side seized the opportunity and launched the "Demon Chi Slash" again, slashing out a 
terrifying sword light and stomping towards the violent goblins from the side. 
 



The two giant arms on the left side of the violent goblin suddenly joined together, and when they were 
lifted forward, strips of green scales appeared on the surface, shaped like a shield. 
 
With a crisp sound of "Zheng", Gu Manyao slammed out and slashed at it with this huge sword energy, 
bursting with sparks, showing a shallow white mark on the surface, which could not be cut open. 
 
She was taken aback. The violent goblin charged with Wang Xuan, who was dragging him. 
 
After Gu Manyao cut out the "Yao Chi Cut", his stamina was exhausted, and he had no time to dodge, so 
he reluctantly protected the knife in front of him to resist. 
 
Upon collision, she was like a kite with a broken string, and flew out instantly, opened her mouth, and 
spat out a mouthful of blood. 
 
Zhang Haofei on the other side saw it in his eyes, and was secretly shocked. He activated the "Whirlwind 
Bone Claw", chasing after the violent goblin and grabbing it. 
 
Wang Xuan's metal tentacles were like a large flexible python, and wrapped around the violent goblin's 
huge arm. With his left hand, he took out the opened golden treasure chest in the pocket again, and 
wrapped it around the violent goblin. the other paw. 
 
 
This savage goblin's eyes widened, it possessed a certain wisdom, and he couldn't understand how the 
left hand of the human in front of him suddenly had a golden treasure chest like a magic trick. 
 
Wang Xuan used the golden treasure chest to block one of its paws, and the metal tentacles extended 
along its other paw to the arm, wrapped around its neck and head, and launched a "twisting 
strangulation". 
 
Although the Violent Goblin knocked Gu Manyao into the air, he was attacked on both sides. The two 
left arms that fused into a shield immediately separated, and one of them grabbed the metal tentacle 
that wrapped around his neck and head, and the other claw went back to defend against the enemy. 
Zhang Haofei rushed up from behind. 
 
As soon as this claw came into contact with Zhang Haofei's "Whirlwind Bone Claw", flesh and blood 
immediately flew, and it was instantly crushed by the high-speed rotating bone claw. 
 
The other paw he raised had just grabbed the metal tentacles wrapped around his neck and head, and a 
cold light flashed, it broke, and was cut off by Zhao Lei, who was holding the fish scale knife in both 
hands. 
 
Losing two arms in a row, the violent goblin roared in pain, and there was a cracking sound in his neck 
and head. Wang Xuan couldn't see the slightest expression on his face, and the entanglement and 
strangling had already removed the violent goblin's head and neck. and shredded. 
 
The tentacles were released, and blood spurted from the neck of the violent goblin without his head, his 
body fell backward, and a faintly radiant white scale appeared, which did not enter Wang Xuan's right 
hand. 



 
Wang Xuan felt that the white scales were swallowed and merged by his own white light, and there was 
a faint sound immediately. The light fluctuated and became unprecedentedly violent. He had a feeling 
that his beast might break through the beginning and grow again at this moment. . 
 
The fluctuations were so violent that Wang Xuan felt the change in the white light in his right hand, and 
his heart was excited. He suddenly found that the goblin hive in front of him, which had become 
motionless like a mountain of meat, was killed by the violent goblins, and suddenly violent Shake up. 
 
With a "bang", the mountain of meat was lifted to the left, and a thick meat column appeared at the 
bottom of the right, with a large amount of smelly soil, pulled out from the ground below, but it was a 
tens of meters long, Huge tentacles. 
 
The tentacle was pulled out from the wet ground, and the huge meat mountain leaned to the right 
again, and suddenly the huge body was fully supported, only to hear the sound of "bang bang bang", 
under it, one after another huge body The tentacles rose from the ground, and in the blink of an eye, 
the originally immobile goblin nest turned into a Roshan monster with eight extremely thick tentacles, 
shaped like a crab, and began to move, crushing it towards the crowd. 
 
When the incident happened suddenly, everyone was shocked. Wang Xuan saw that Gu Manyao was 
injured and fell to the ground, unable to move. He immediately jumped over, hugged her, turned and 
rushed to the other side. 
 
There was a loud "bang", and an incomparably thick tentacle volleyed down, only half a foot away, and 
he and Gu Manyao were pulled into a lump of flesh by the tentacle. 
 
Wang Xuan's face changed color, his picture book eyes opened, and the information about this goblin 
hive in his mind had changed. 
 

"Name: Goblin Queen (beginning), Race: Goblin, Dangerous: ★★★ (Three Stars). When the Goblin 
Mother's Nest encounters extreme danger, its self-defense instinct will be stimulated and become 
powerful After the Goblin Mother, although it has regained its original ability to move, the degenerated 
brain will not grow again. It does not have wisdom. All actions and attacks rely on instinct. It has no eyes 
and ears, and cannot see or hear. No, it can only use the sensing organs of its eight tentacles to sense 
moving objects and launch an attack, its vitality is tenacious, and it can only be killed by destroying the 
heart in its body." 
 
After capturing this information, Wang Xuan understood what happened to the mother's nest that had 
suddenly moved. 
 
"There is still such a monster. After being threatened, it will be converted into a goblin mother, and the 
danger level is three-star. Trouble." 
 
Wang Xuan hugged Gu Manyao to avoid the attack of a huge tentacle, and Tie Jun on the other side 
suddenly groaned, screaming and spurting blood from his mouth. 
 



With the diamond shield, he blocked the huge tentacles that were drawn in. The diamond shield blocked 
it, but his body couldn't bear it. His right arm was immediately fractured and broken, and blood spurted 
from his mouth, causing him to be severely injured. 
 
Seeing that Tie Jun was severely damaged, Wang Xuan suddenly shouted: "Stay where you are and don't 
move!" 
 
Zhang Haofei, Zhao Lei and the others were terrified and ready to flee. When they heard Wang Xuan's 
roar, they were startled and immediately stopped in place. 
 
It's strange to say that this monster was waving tentacles, ready to attack. As everyone suddenly 
stopped in place, the tentacles that were waving in the air actually stopped, and then swung 
unconsciously in the air, as if it had suddenly lost attack target. 
 
"This monster can't see or hear a sound. It can only sense moving objects with its tentacles. As long as 
we don't move, it won't sense us." Wang Xuan hugged the ground where Gu Manyao was standing, not 
daring to move. , Shen Sheng explained. 
 
Only then did everyone suddenly realize that they all stopped in place nervously, not daring to move. 
 
The goblin queen's tentacles waved aimlessly in the air a few times, then slowly stretched out, propped 
up to the ground, and began to move her huge body, moving in the direction of the exit of the passage. 
 
Zhao Lei and Li Haotian complained secretly, the place they were standing right now was just in front of 
it, and once it moved over, it would hit them. 
 
"What should I do?" Li Haotian's forehead was covered in cold sweat. Seeing that the monster was 
approaching, he didn't dare to move. 
 
Zhao Lei frowned, and the white light flickered in the Sacred Scar on the back of his right hand, as if he 
was thinking about how to solve this predicament. 
 
Wang Xuan took a deep breath and said, "Gu Manyao, I'll let you down now, you all stay still, I'll lure this 
monster away." 
 
After he finished speaking, he put down Gu Manyao, followed with his feet, and rushed towards the 
other side. 
 
Wang Xuan moved suddenly, and was immediately caught by the Goblin Queen. A huge tentacle burst 
out of the air, chasing him at a terrifying speed and drawing it towards him. 
 
Gu Manyao fell to the ground and immediately did not move. UU reading www.uukanshu.com did not 
attract the attention of the goblin mother, and the others did not dare to move, watching Wang Xuan 
rush towards the other side of the passage at full speed. Huge Roshan moved, and giant tentacles one 
after another chased after him. 
 
Wang Xuan had been prepared for a long time, the first tentacle was about to hit him, and he jumped 
out sideways. 



 
With a "snap", the tentacle was almost drawn to the ground against his body, and he changed direction 
and rushed towards the meat mountain. 
 
The metal tentacles wrapped around his right arm and instantly turned into a giant arm of one meter 
long. Blue glow. 
 
He understands that his current strength is simply not enough to fight against the Goblin Mother whose 
danger has reached three stars, and his only hope is to use the energy of the blue crystal scales. 
 
With the previous experience, he now has some experience in controlling the blue crystal scales, and his 
current physical strength is at least twice as strong as before. Although there is still a risk of death from 
explosion, it is more powerful than before. More grasp. 
 
Sure enough, with the energy of the blue crystal scales activated, under his full control, he only 
borrowed a very small amount of energy and turned it into a faint blue light. 
 
Chapter 84 
The power of the giant arm of the beast was originally extremely powerful, and then combined with the 
energy of the blue crystal scales, this punch reached an unprecedented level of terror in terms of speed 
and strength. The giant tentacles that came down confronted them head-on. 
 
With the loud noise like a thunderbolt, everyone's eardrums stinged slightly, but they saw the second 
thick tentacle that was pulled out from it exploded, green juice splashed, and flesh and blood flying. 
 
The giant Roshan was shrinking violently. Although he had no wisdom, he instinctively felt the pain. 
 
Wang Xuan kept his body and jumped up. The giant arm of the beast with the blue light of the blue light 
blasted out again. This time the target was the giant Roshan. 
 
There was a loud "bang", and the giant arm of the beast slammed into Roshan. A terrifying force 
erupted, and a large amount of flesh and blood exploded. Immediately, a pothole in the lake of flesh and 
blood was blasted. He rushed in, raised his giant arm, and once again Fight towards the depths of the pit 
of flesh. 
 
Zhao Lei and Zhang Haofei were motionless and stared at the scene in front of them dumbfounded. 
They saw Wang Xuan quickly get into the giant Roshan and disappeared. They only heard dull sounds 
coming from Roshan, and Roshan would shrink and twitch with every sound. , a lot of flesh and blood 
spurted out along the wound. 
 
With the help of the power of the "Warcraft Arm", Wang Xuan continued to hit the Roshan, like a 
human-shaped drilling rig, punching a flesh-and-blood channel in the Roshan and entering the depths of 
the Goblin Queen's body. 
 
The power of the blue crystal scales was gradually stimulated and became stronger and stronger. Wang 
Xuan felt the tearing pain in his right arm, and knew that his body was about to reach the limit. collapse 
with unimaginable consequences. 
 



The giant Roshan was constantly twitching. Except for one broken tentacle, the remaining seven 
tentacles were twitching wildly. At this moment, Wang Xuan had hit it inside. It just felt the pain 
instinctively, but couldn't catch him. It couldn't understand what was going on, and it couldn't use its 
tentacles to attack Wang Xuan in its body. 
 
Wang Xuan was engrossed and used his powerful hearing to capture the specific position of the Goblin 
Queen's heart in the body. He locked the target based on the sound of the heart beating he heard, and 
quickly opened a flesh and blood channel that was more than ten meters long. 
 
With such a frantic activation of the "Big Arm of Demonic Beasts", his physical energy finally gradually 
exhausted, and his body began to be unable to bear it. The white light in his right hand fluctuated 
violently. From the moment he absorbed the energy of the white scales of the violent goblin, his 
demonic beast became Change has begun, and there are signs of breakthrough growth. 
 
As his body was about to reach its limit, a white light exploded in his right hand. At this moment, Wang 
Xuan felt that his mind went blank, and it seemed that all the voices had disappeared. In his world, there 
was only one left. Countless white spots of light. 
 
These exploding white light spots are rapidly converging again, turning into a hotter and larger white 
light, just like a rising sun, which releases infinite light and heat. 
 
A huge amount of life essence and energy burst out and merged with his body. The muscles, bones, 
internal organs, and six internal organs of his body were covered with white light. The body that was 
about to reach the limit was further strengthened, and the strength that his body could withstand was 
further improved. 
 
In my mind, a message appeared. 
 
"Name: Warcraft, Form: Subbody, Ability 1: Strangulation, Ability 2: Arm of Warcraft, Extension Limit: 
Four Meters." 
 
"Understand a New Ability: Divide." 
 
As the messages appeared one after another, Wang Xuan understood that his Warcraft finally broke 
through the initial state of the second form and grew into a more powerful third form, called the sub-
body. 
 
Promoted to the sub-body form, Wang Xuan's physical strength doubled immediately, and the limit that 
could support the energy of the blue crystal scales increased again. 
 
With a "bang", the giant arm of the beast suddenly gained new power, and smashed towards the flesh 
and blood in front of it again, bursting with even more terrifying power. Suddenly, the flesh wall in front 
of him was empty, and a huge hole appeared in it. This hole hides a heart as big as a round table. 
 
This heart is beating violently, it is the heart of the Goblin Queen. 
 
Wang Xuan opened a flesh-and-blood channel so madly, just for the heart of the Goblin Queen. At this 
moment, the heart was in front of him, and the giant arm of the beast immediately shot out. 



 
On the surface of the half-metal, half-flesh giant arm, a faint blue light flickered, as if the light was 
turned on, and without a sound, his fist hit the giant heart in front of him. 
 
This heart exploded with the center of the fist as the center, blood and flesh flew out, and he 
immediately shattered most of it. 
 
The giant Roshan, which was shrinking and twitching, suddenly trembled wildly. This tremor lasted for 
four or five seconds, and then let loose, like a deflated ball. down. 
 
Wang Xuan saw a flash of white light, and a white scale wrapped in white light appeared, submerged in 
his right hand, and devoured by his monster. 
 
There was a faint excitement in his heart. These were the white scales of the goblin mother, and the 
energy contained in them made the beasts react violently. 
 
With the death of the Queen Goblin, its flesh and blood began to melt like ice and snow, and it could 
grow into a mountain of flesh, almost all of which was drawn from the earth's energy. Now that it dies, 
these energies automatically decompose and return to the earth. 
 
When Wang Xuan crawled out of the flesh and blood channel that had just been opened, the giant meat 
mountain shrank to half its original size, and the flesh and blood inside melted into liquid, flowed out, 
and penetrated into the ground and disappeared. 
 
Seeing Wang Xuan crawling out, the other five let out a sigh of relief and relaxed their nervousness, 
realizing that Wang Xuan had won and killed the terrifying goblin queen. 
 
Everyone looked at him with awe in their eyes. 
 
They think that they have grown to the same state as Wang Xuan, but now it seems that they are both in 
the beginning, and they are very different from each other. Wang Xuan's performance is much stronger 
than them. 
 
Returning to the state of the giant arm of the beast, Wang Xuan saw that the flesh and blood in this 
giant meat mountain soon completely melted and penetrated into the ground, leaving only a skin. 
 
Not only did Wang Xuan successfully break through to the sub-body after killing the goblin mother, but 
after borrowing the energy of the blue crystal scales, there was still a lot of damage to his body. Feeling 
a little tired at the moment, he sat down on the side. 
 
"Wang Xuan... You are too powerful..." Zhao Lei took a breath and had to admire it, thinking that he was 
also in the beginning state, and he couldn't do it anyway. 
 
Zhang Haofei suddenly said suspiciously, "Wang Xuan, are you really just a beginner?" 
 
The same is the beginning, why is Wang Xuan so powerful? Even singled out this terrifying goblin queen. 
 



Wang Xuan didn't say anything about the blue crystal scales, and said, "No, it just broke through, and it 
is now called the sub-body. This should be the third growth stage of the hatching beast." 
 
Zhang Haofei suddenly realized and said, "So that's the case. I said why you are so powerful, it's not like 
the initial state at all." 
 
Zhao Lei glanced at him and thought to himself whether this guy was really stupid or intentional because 
of jealousy. Before Wang Xuanchuqi killed three of his peers, he couldn't use normal circumstances to 
guess his strength. Now that it has grown to a sub-body, it will only be stronger. 
 
Li Haotian said: "It turns out that the first stage of growth is a sub-body, and the name should mean a 
sub-adult body, so it seems that the next stage of the hatching beast should be the real adult." 
 
Zhang Haofei was full of anticipation and said, "The gap in strength between each growth stage of this 
hatching beast is getting bigger and bigger. I don't know what my skeleton will feel when it grows to the 
sub-level? By the way, Wang Xuan, your beast has grown to the sub-level. body, have you acquired any 
new abilities?" 
 
Wang Xuandan smiled, stretched out his right hand, and stretched out the metal tentacles, breaking the 
original limit of three meters and quickly reaching four meters, which was longer and thicker than 
before, and the metal material on the surface looked thicker and harder. 
 
Zhao Lei said: "This metal tentacle has become longer and thicker, what is the ability..." 
 
Just when I asked here, I found that the metal tentacle extending from Wang Xuan's right hand was split 
apart, split into two, and turned into two slightly thinner metal tentacles. 
 
Each tentacle is four meters long, like two large pythons, swaying in mid-air. 
 
"It's become two?" A few people stared at it, and they were all dumbfounded. 
 
Wang Xuan looked at the two metal tentacles. This is the new ability that his magical beast has grown 
into a sub-body. It can be "split" and split into two from the original one. 
 
Because he is completely assimilated with the beast, the two split metal tentacles are like his two extra 
arms. He controls the two metal tentacles, like arms, extending out, and the two metal tentacles are 
wrapped around the ground. A giant arm and a thigh of the corpse of the violent goblin were gently 
pulled to both sides, and the corpse of the violent goblin was torn apart. 
 
This savage goblin has scales on the surface, and its body is tough, far exceeding that of ordinary goblins, 
but it was entangled by these two metal tentacles and torn apart, as easily as tearing a thin piece of 
paper. 
 
"Amazing..." Zhao Lei took a deep breath. He understood that the two metal tentacles tore apart the 
violent goblin looked so easy. It was not because the body of the violent goblin was not strong and 
tough, but the two metal tentacles. The power contained in the tentacles is too powerful to appear so 
relaxed. 
 



From the corpse of the violent goblin, which was torn in half, an object dropped, but it was a small meat 
cocoon. 
 
Seeing this meat cocoon is a pleasant surprise. 
 
At Wang Xuan's suggestion, Zhao Lei walked over with a fish-scale knife and cut open the small meat 
cocoon. Inside was a small rusted iron box that contained nineteen crystal scales. 
 
He took out the nineteen crystal scales and gave them to Wang Xuan. 
 
Wang Xuan took it and put it in his pocket. Now, the number of crystal scales in his pocket has increased 
to 75. This does not include the crystal scales that are peeled off from the corpses of goblins all over the 
ground. The scales are all collected, and he estimates that there are close to one hundred. 
 
"Zhao Lei, look at that skin to see if there are any meat cocoons." 
 
"Okay." Zhao Lei used a fish-scale knife to cut open the mother membrane left over after the death of 
the goblin mother. Sure enough, he found a meat cocoon inside. Much larger, more than half a meter in 
diameter. 
 
Zhao Lei cut open the giant meat cocoon, and there was a black iron box inside. Wang Xuan looked at it 
with the eyes of the illustrated book. It was called a black iron treasure box, which was one level higher 
than the rusted iron box. 
 
Zhao Lei opened the black iron treasure chest, and Wang Xuan came over. The black iron treasure chest 
contained a piece of upper body armor, the surface was covered with a layer of green scales. Whether it 
was material or shape, it was far superior to the inferior ones they were wearing now. leather armor. 
 
Wang Xuan opened the eye of the illustrated book and immediately captured the information of this 
armor. 
 
"Name: Goblin Scale Armor, Quality: Second-order excellent, made of scales grown on the surface of the 
violent goblin body and yellow rhino skin, with nano crystals added to it, which can activate nano 
crystals through blood, the double layer of scales and yellow rhino skin Defense, the Goblin Scale Armor 
has a very good defensive effect, which can completely resist the slashing of ordinary swords, and it is 
difficult to pierce it easily even by sophisticated swords. Before the energy is completely depleted, the 
damaged area can be automatically repaired up to one-third of the scale. The heart area of the goblin 
scale is inlaid with a specially-made energy crystal, which can increase the wearer's stamina recovery 
rate by 15%." 
 
Sensing these information, Wang Xuan's heart moved slightly. This goblin scale armor is not only better 
than the inferior leather armor he is wearing now, but even the armor vending machine that sells 30 
crystal scales for one piece can only improve the armor by 10. % stamina recovery speed. 
 
The effect of this goblin scale armor is also on top of the armor of the heart protection. It seems that 
this is a small and superb product. 
 



The information in the Eye of the Pokédex describes the quality of this Goblin Scale Armor as being of 
excellent second-order. He remembered that he had not seen the quality introduction when looking at 
the inferior leather armor or heart protection armor on the vending machine before. The information I 
saw was more detailed than what the vending machine introduced. 
 
He used the eye of the illustrated book to check the information on the inferior leather armor on his 
body, and found that the quality of this inferior leather armor was "primary ordinary", and he 
understood a little. 
 
"The quality of these inferior equipment is normal at the first rank. The armor of the heart protection 
may be of the second rank. This goblin scale armor is of excellent quality in the second rank, which is 
better than the armor of the heart protection." 
 
 
Picking up this goblin scale armor while guessing, smearing your own blood on it to activate the scale 
armor. 
 
Naturally, he could not give this top-grade scale armor to others. With the successful activation, he took 
off the inferior leather armor on his body and replaced it with goblin scale armor. 
 
When the goblin scale armor is worn on his body, the energy crystal in the heart is activated, which can 
speed up his recovery rate by 15%, which is extremely important for him, who will lose a lot of physical 
strength with the giant arm of the beast. 
 
Looking at the goblin scales he was wearing, a smile appeared on Wang Xuan's face. Compared with the 
inferior leather armor made of rough leather, the goblin scales were covered with a layer of green 
scales, standing among the crowd. , will immediately become the focus of everyone. 
 
"It's so beautiful, if there is a set, it would be too handsome." Zhang Haofei saw it in his eyes, his eyes lit 
up, he was really jealous, but unfortunately he knew that it was not his turn now, unless Wang Xuan got 
better armor. 
 
Among the people, Gu Manyao was the most seriously injured. She lay on the side and quietly waited 
for her injury to recover. At this moment, she saw the beautiful and conspicuous Goblin scale armor that 
Wang Xuan was wearing, her eyes also lit up slightly, the girl was so beautiful, Seeing such beautiful 
scales, it is inevitable to be moved. 
 
Seeing the envious look in everyone's eyes, Wang Xuan smiled and said, "As long as we work hard, 
everyone will have it sooner or later. Today, it is estimated that the number of crystal scales we have 
will be close to one hundred. The iron armor sold in the vending machine Not bad, not worse than the 
scales on me." 
 
Zhao Lei's eyes flashed: "Yeah, I got so many crystal scales today, come a few more times, it's not a 
dream for each of us to have a set of high-quality iron armor." 
 
Zhang Haofei doubted: "This Eastern District has come to an end, and the monsters have been killed by 
us. What else can we gain?" 
 



At the end of this passage is a wall. There is no way to go here. This should be the deepest part of the 
Eastern District. 
 
Zhao Lei said: "That's not necessarily true. With the experience of the underground parking lot, maybe 
the next time we come to the East District, it is possible that the place will change again. Besides, there 
are really no monsters here, not there are other three district?" 
 
Except for Gu Manyao, who was lying down and resting, the rest of the people picked up the crystal 
scales that fell off the goblin corpses on the ground while talking, and soon picked up 23 crystal scales, 
all of which were collected by Wang Xuan in the Xumi mustard seed space. The total number of crystal 
scales reached 98. 
 
"With so many crystal scales, we can go back and enjoy it later, open a few more rooms when we sleep, 
and no longer need a group of people crowded on the ground, even turning over." 
 
Zhang Haofei's words made Zhao Lei and several others feel the same. Before, they were reluctant to 
open more rooms, and everyone squeezed together. Except for Wang Xuan and Gu Manyao, who were 
sleeping on the bed, the other people squeezed on the ground, which was not very comfortable. Now 
that there are so many crystal scales, everyone The first thing that comes to mind is to open more 
rooms. 
 
Wang Xuan saw Gu Manyao slowly stand up from the ground, and knew that she had recovered from 
her injuries. Seeing that there was no way to get here, the Goblin Queen should be the most powerful 
monster here. Push horizontally to clear the monsters. 
 
"Almost, let's go back." 
 
Wang Xuan put away the golden box and the inferior leather armor he had just replaced, and put it into 
his left pocket. 
 
He has observed the golden chest with the eye of the illustrated book, and knows that the real name of 
the chest is the golden treasure chest. Although it is only an empty treasure chest, this golden treasure 
chest is made of special material and is almost indestructible. It is taken out from the Xumi mustard 
space at the critical moment. Being able to receive miraculous effects, this box can be said to have saved 
his life twice. 
 
Everyone confirmed that there was no more harvest here, and returned along the same path. 
 
When I returned, I did not encounter any monsters, and there was no danger all the way. 
 
Walk out of the "East District" and return to the curved corridor. According to previous experience, this 
corridor, hall and the entire rest area should be free of monsters. It is a safe area. After returning here, 
everyone can be considered completely relaxed. 
 
"I wonder if Cheng Aiguo and the others have a good rest?" 
 
Wang Xuan thought of Cheng Aiguo and Meng Lian and their group of eight. He was very interested in 
Meng Lian's hatching beast spirits. If Meng Lian was willing to join them, with her spirits, they could 



continue to accelerate their healing, and cooperate with them to hatch. The healing ability of beasts, 
then their survivability and strength will have a qualitative improvement. 
 
He walked out along the curved corridor and returned to the huge hall. Just as he entered the hall, 
Wang Xuan noticed several people standing in the hall. 
 
These people stood beside the glass column in the center of the hall, with a woman standing in the 
middle, surrounded by three men and one woman, and a man lying on the ground. 
 
The lying man was motionless, and there was a large pool of blood on the ground, which should have 
been dead. 
 
The woman standing in the middle was about twenty-four or five years old, with a melon face, willow 
eyebrows, and single eyelids. Feel free to get close. 
 
Wang Xuan recognized her with just a glance. They had just entered the negative floor that day and 
encountered the giant toad. This woman had appeared before, holding a snow-white long sword and 
easily smashed the powerful giant toad. kill. 
 
Wang Xuan remembered that the woman was wearing a whole set of inferior armor at that time, and 
her hatching beast had grown to at least the first Kai. What level have you grown to? 
 
The original five-piece set of inferior armor on her body was replaced by four pieces, and only one piece 
of inferior leather armor remained. Wang Xuan used the eye of the illustrated book to see that she was 
wearing a second-order ordinary quality iron helmet on her head. Wearing a second-order ordinary iron 
lock gauntlet. 
 
This iron helmet and iron gauntlet can be bought in the armor vending machine, each with thirty crystal 
scales. 
 
She was wearing a light white knee pad with snake scales and mottled on the surface of the knee pad. 
Wang Xuan took a look at it. It was called the White Python knee pad. Like his current goblin scale 
armor, it was a second-order high-quality equipment. , better than the iron lock knee pads sold in the 
vending machine. 
 
She was wearing white python boots, which seemed to be a set of white python knee pads, which were 
also of second-order quality. 
 
"There are no white python knee pads and white python boots for sale in this vending machine. Like my 
goblin scales, they were obtained by killing some kind of powerful monster." Wang Xuan was secretly 
surprised when he saw it. 
 
She has just acquired a second-order high-quality goblin scale armor~www.mtlnovel.com~ This woman 
already has two second-order high-quality armors, especially the second-order white python boots, 
which can increase 15%. The speed of movement made Wang Xuan somewhat envious. 
 
The woman had no expression on her face, and looked at the three men and one woman around her 
indifferently. She was holding a snow-white long sword in her right hand. The appearance of this long 



sword had changed a bit from the last time he saw it. Five sharp white claws stretched out from the tail 
of the hilt and fused into the flesh and blood of her right hand, and the sharp white claws also protruded 
from the body of the sword, making the shape of this snow-white long sword a bit weird. 
 
In addition to holding the snow-white long sword in her right hand, she also held a blood-stained mask 
in her left hand, which resembled a mask worn by a clown. 
 
Wang Xuan's pictorial eye couldn't see the information about the long sword in the woman's right hand, 
but it captured the information about the mask she was holding in her left hand. 
 
"Name: clown mask, mask worn by fairground clowns." 
 
Sensing this information, Wang Xuan felt a little strange in his heart. This clown mask doesn't seem to be 
equipment, but he doesn't know what it is used for. 
 
The three men and one woman surrounding the woman had several pieces of inferior armor on their 
bodies. The man with the most had four pieces, and only one helmet was missing. 
 
You can see the difference in strength just by looking at the equipment on both sides. 
 
Chapter 85 
All four of them were full of grief and indignation. When Wang Xuan and the six entered the hall, they 
saw a layer of rock-like substance formed on the right hand of one of the men in his thirties. His huge 
fist, he waved this rock fist, and said angrily: "Wang Hai, he just wants to ask you about this place, he has 
no malice at all, he just likes to joke, even if you hate him talking like this You can't just kill someone 
without asking, you can do whatever you want with your own strength?” 
 
"Brother Tao, don't talk nonsense with her, the four of us are going to fight for Wang Pao together. No 
matter how powerful she is, can she be defeated by one enemy and four?" Another man in his twenties 
stretched out his right hand, a metal handle. The axe appeared in his right hand, and with a fierce shot, 
he slashed towards the woman. 
 
The man in his thirties, whom he called Brother Tao, was slightly startled when he saw his sudden 
attack. 
 
It seems that he didn't expect that he really shot, Tao Ge hesitated slightly, raised the rock fist in his 
right hand, looked at the woman in front of him, and didn't hit the rock fist after all. 
 
Another man and a woman stared at the woman with sadness and anger on their faces, but they stood 
still. 
 
After the man with the metal axe shot, he suddenly realized that his three companions hadn't shot with 
him, including Brother Tao, who was the most angry just now, didn't move, and he became the only one 
facing the woman alone. 
 
In his astonishment, the snow-white long sword in the woman's right hand suddenly moved, so fast that 
the four of them only felt a flash in front of them, and they couldn't see the process of her drawing out 
the sword at all. The man with the metal axe found that his She was empty, followed by a chill on her 



chest, and the long sword in her hand pierced through her chest and the leather armor she was wearing, 
and emerged from her back. 
 
This sword avoided the key point of the heart. Although it stabbed him in the opposite direction, it was 
nothing to those who had hatched beasts. 
 
The woman drew out the sword, and blood splashed out from the leather armor on her chest. 
 
The man's eyes widened, the anger on his face disappeared and turned into fear. He understood that 
this woman was showing mercy to him, otherwise as long as the sword was two inches away, it would 
pierce his heart. Even if you have a hatching beast, you can kill yourself immediately. 
 
The other three stood silently on the side, with complicated expressions on their faces, and no one 
dared to move. 
 
The white long sword in the woman's hand retracted to her right hand and disappeared. She ignored the 
four people in front of her, turned and walked towards the elevator behind her. 
 
Soon the elevator door opened and she went inside. 
 
Wang Xuan saw this scene from a distance, and his heart moved slightly. When he entered the elevator 
when he was still in the initial state, it reminded him that the growth rate of the monster was not 
enough. It can be seen that if he wants to enter this elevator, he needs to go beyond the initial opening 
at least. 
 
I don't know what level this woman is, can she enter the elevator? 
 
The thought flashed by, but the woman walked in successfully. 
 
Seeing that the woman entered the elevator without being blocked by the invisible force, Wang Xuan 
and the other six understood that the growth level of this woman's hatching beast was at least a sub-
body. 
 
"Is she also a sub-body? Or has she grown to a higher form..." Zhao Lei whispered. 
 
The elevator door closed again soon. In the huge glass column, a white light suddenly lit up. It seemed 
that the elevator started to run. Soon, the white light converged and dimmed, as if the woman had left 
here. . 
 
Wang Xuan and the other six witnessed this scene from a distance, and they all speeded up and walked 
towards the elevator, wanting to have a closer look. 
 
"She left the first floor and went to the second floor or higher?" Li Haotian muttered to himself, with 
envy in his eyes, but more curiosity. 
 
Who doesn't wonder what the other floors of Longmao Plaza are like? Is it similar to here, or is it a 
different place? 
 



"Wang Xuan, what form do you think her hatching beast has grown to?" Zhao Lei followed Wang Xuan 
and asked in a low voice. Although he had just turned on "Sacred Mark", he couldn't see any information 
about this woman. 
 
"At least the sub-body, I don't know if it will be higher." Wang Xuan has been wondering what the clown 
mask held in the woman's left hand means. Looking at the information, it is neither a weapon nor 
equipment. Could it be that she was wearing it? The mask on the face, the one used to cover the face? 
 
The three men and one woman kept witnessing the woman leaving in the elevator, so they secretly 
breathed a sigh of relief. Brother Tao hurriedly stepped forward to support the young man whose chest 
had just been pierced, and said, "Wenwei, how is your injury?" 
 
The young man he called Wenwei shoved him away, his face full of anger, and said, "Li Tao, why didn't 
you make a move just now? Wang Hai and we are brothers who share weal and woe, he was killed, you 
guys Indifferent?" 
 
The more Wen Wei said, the more angry he became. He turned around and glared at Li Tao and the 
other man and a woman. Suddenly, he looked at the woman and said, "Xu Haimeng, Wang Hai treats 
you well, protects you everywhere, and saved you last time. You almost took his own life on the line, but 
you were too embarrassed to say that you liked him, but he was killed in front of you, and you never 
thought of avenging him?" 
 
The two men and one woman were scolded by him until their faces turned red and blue. The woman he 
called Xu Haimeng suddenly bit her lip and let out a sneer, saying, "Vengeance? How can you take 
revenge when you are so reckless and impulsive?" 
 
"Do you think we don't want to take revenge? But can the four of us kill her with one shot? Who of us 
can see the sword she made just now?" 
 
Xu Haimeng became more and more excited, and his face gradually turned red: "If you really want to 
take revenge, then you must live well, become stronger, and be stronger than that bitch, so that you can 
take revenge for Wang Pao." 
 
Li Tao replied: "Yes, Wang Hai died, we are all sad, but if we want revenge, we have to endure, at least 
now we are far from her opponents. 
 
When they said this, the anger that was full of Wen Wei's face gradually disappeared a lot. Recalling the 
sword just now, if it wasn't for the woman's mercy, he would have become a dead man like Wang Hai. 
 
Seeing Wang Xuanliu approaching, they stopped talking and looked at Wang Xuanliu silently, especially 
the goblin scale armor on Wang Xuan, which was very eye-catching, and it was obvious that it was not 
ordinary armor. 
 
"Hey, how did you conflict with the girl just now?" Zhang Haofei said suddenly, he saw that the most out 
of the four was wearing four pieces of inferior equipment, and his strength would not exceed them. He 
should have just entered. people here. 
 



Having learned from the previous lessons, especially looking at Wang Xuan's equipment, knowing that 
he is a powerful person again, these four people have become more cautious and dare not answer, then 
Li Tao said with a trace of grief and anger: "We met by accident. She, Wang Hai is a person who likes to 
make jokes by nature, and often habitually talks to girls, but there is no malicious intention at all, and as 
a result, just because he made a joke to her... Unexpectedly, she suddenly kills..." 
 
Wang Xuan was a little curious and said, "Just a joke will kill your life? What kind of joke is that?" 
 
Li Tao smiled bitterly and said, "I still praise her... Wang Hai's biggest problem is that he can't walk when 
he sees beautiful women, and he doesn't care about the time, place and situation. ...big...that...what..." 
 
He became a little squeak, as if he didn't know what to say, but Wang Xuan immediately understood 
when he heard him say it. 
 
This woman is not peerless, but her figure is indeed very hot, especially when she is tightly wrapped by a 
set of armor. I admit that I am not a particularly lecherous person, but when I see her, I can't help but 
feel itchy, and it is inevitable that I am a little cranky. 
 
Zhang Haofei laughed suddenly, and said, "The big one? I understand, are you complimenting her on her 
**** or big ass? Haha, I laughed so hard, this guy is really weird, no matter how obsessed he is, he can 
still score people. This **** looks like an iceberg at first glance, she has a cold face when she sees 
everyone, and she dares to go up and make fun of others? This guy is really big, and it's not wrong to 
die." 
 
Zhang Haofei said here that he was still smart. When he saw this woman on the first floor that day, he 
was also attracted by the woman's body. He changed his contact information when he went outside in 
the morning to talk to him. Possibly, but because I saw this woman's ability to kill the giant toad, I held it 
back, and now I secretly called a fluke, if I didn't know that this woman was powerful, I would go up and 
flirt with her, I'm afraid that I will end up falling on the ground with this girl. The corpse of Wang Hai is 
the same. 
 
Wang Xuan glanced at Wang Hai's corpse on the ground and saw that he was very handsome. He 
thought that because of his handsome looks, he used to use this set to seduce girls, which led to his self-
confidence. As a result, he encountered a hard nail this time. Immediately put his life on the line. 
 
Li Tao smiled bitterly and said, "You can tell from the actual contact with Wang Haiduo. Others are very 
enthusiastic. Except for seeing a girl who is a little bit like that, the rest is really good, sigh... I can only 
say that his life should be like this..." 
 
He said this and shook his head slightly, not knowing what to say. 
 
That Xu Haimeng had a look of resentment on his face and said, "We will avenge this revenge sooner or 
later." 
 
Zhang Haofei glanced at her and sneered: "It's just you?" 
 
He saw that the four of them would not be strong~www.mtlnovel.com~ Still want to seek revenge on 
that woman? 



 
Xu Haimeng immediately looked at Zhang Haofei and said, "You look down on us? We are inferior to her 
now, but it does not mean that we will always be inferior to her in the future." 
 
Zhang Haofei smiled, then Li Tao was afraid that Xu Haimeng and Wang Xuan would have a conflict, so 
he was busy holding Xu Haimeng and told her to stop talking. 
 
Among the four, the man who had not spoken and was the only man wearing four inferior armor 
suddenly said: "Everyone, do you know this woman? Can I ask you about her details?" 
 
Zhao Lei said: "We don't know what her name is, and this time today, we've met her about two or three 
times, but we haven't spoken to her. It sounds like we have a bit of fate with her, Wang Xuan, you say 
yes No, by the way, I don't know if you can fight her now, she can enter the elevator, at least she is a 
sub-body." 
 
Wang Xuan's mind flashed the speed of the woman's sword. Thinking of whether he could resist or 
dodge if the sword stabbed at him, he said, "I haven't fought before, I don't know, and I hope there will 
never be a conflict." 
 
Zhang Haofei said, "She took the elevator and didn't know where she went, and she probably will never 
meet again." 
 
As soon as he said this, he found that Wang Xuan opened the elevator door and walked straight in. He 
suddenly opened his mouth slightly and was speechless. 


